INDOOR & OUTDOOR PROTECTIVE PADDING
IPI Protective Padding

IPI can satisfy almost any wall, fence or other surface padding requirement for indoor or outdoor sports facilities.
From standard 2’ wide x 6’ high x 2” thick solid color wall padding sections to custom designed wall, pillar, stage or fence
padding, IPI has padding options to meet every applicable building code requirement. Contact a protective padding
specialist to work with you to design a padding system, simple or complex, to maximize player safety in your facility.

Indoor Graphic Wall Padding

Indoor Solid Color Vinyl Padding

Let our graphic design staff work with your team to create the perfect
custom graphics to enhance your facility and help build team spirit. There is
no limit to the range of colors that can be printed with our high tech digital
printers. All printed graphics have a thick, clear liquid laminated coating
over the printing to create and maintain a sharp clear image. In most cases,
the design work done by our art team is free.
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Choose any single color or mix multiple panel colors on a single installation. With 18 colors
to choose from, you have a wide range of options. Solid color padding can also be used in
conjunction with graphic or lettered padding to fit your facility needs and budget. Solid
color padding is often the choice when there is a large number of cutouts, custom sizes,
doors, columns or other obstructions that might make graphic padding a challenge. As
with other padding styles, our staff will help you select the appropriate specifications to
meet your facility’s needs and local codes.
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Solid Color Vinyl Options (18 options)
DR-Dark
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Stadium, Ball Park and
Field Sports Padding

Virtually any outdoor surface that could come in contact with players can be padded
including walls, fences, dugouts, poles and columns. IPI standard outdoor flat surface
wall padding is constructed of ¾” FDN CCA treated southern yellow pine plywood
with 3” anti-microbial urethane foam attached with moisture proof adhesive. Solid
color and lettered styles are covered with 30 oz. flame, mildew and UV resistant vinyl.
Outdoor graphic printed padding is covered with 14 oz. flame, mildew and UV resistant
vinyl with a clear, non-yellowing protective liquid laminate protective coating. Vinyl
has multiple moisture weep holes and uses 100% stainless steel assembly staples
and fasteners. Select flange style, Z-channel, chain link or other attachment styles
appropriate for your project.

800-637-7968

www.IPIbyBison.com
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